Deloitte Corporate Finance Advisory is hiring
Analysts and Associates in Aarhus and Copenhagen
We offer a unique career opportunity

Who are you?

If you ever dreamt of stepping up into the limelight of corporate finance, this might be the best
step you can take.

First and foremost, you’re pleasant to be around and good with clients. Naturally, we expect you to be ambitious
and passionate about what you do and possess the drive to make things happen.

As a new hire in Deloitte Corporate Finance, you will get to experience all our offerings. We
solve a wide variety of complex tasks in a high-paced environment with significant exposure to
top management teams and other key stakeholders.

Given the environment we operate in, that translates into a result-oriented top-performer with the social
intelligence to match it – by which we mean you’re a team player and possess the ability to make an impact that
matters. We’ve narrowed it down to the following characteristics:

You will embark on a steep learning curve with a high degree of flexibility – working with
subjects taught in corporate finance and strategy courses. And you will get to shape your career
by identifying and specializing in the offering or industry – or both – that suits your interests and
strengths best.

The leading Corporate Finance adviser in Denmark

Mindset

Abilities

Education

High level of agility
Strong logical
reasoning
Outgoing personality

Outstanding
communication skills

Ongoing BSc
Ongoing MSc

Excellent strategic &
financial insight

Finalised Msc

We are the #1 M&A adviser in Denmark with more than 85 completed deals since 2015.

The more you can tick off, the better. And don’t shy away from applying just because you can’t tick them all off.
We’re interested in you as a person in combination with the right skillset.

On top of that, we’re also preferred partner for other financial challenges and opportunities;
advising on debt-related transactions and analytical matters such as valuation, financial
modelling, capital structure considerations and economic analysis. The clients we serve are
private equity funds, business-owners, and corporates across a broad range of industries.

Please submit your application, CV, and grade transcript(s) from your bachelor’s and if applicable master’s degree
no later than the 1 December 2020.

We are ~70 talented professionals located in Copenhagen and Aarhus. We work in teams and
cherish dedication and highly competent colleagues. You can expect leadership across all levels
of seniority, while informality, inclusion, and sharing laughs at the office come naturally to us.

Interested?
Contact information

Links

Andreas Thulstrup Pedersen
Senior Associate | CFA
+45 28 10 96 75
andthulstrup@deloitte.dk

Industries
Consumer

Industrials

Life Sciences &
Health Care

Financial
Services

Tech, Media &
Telecom

Our M&A offering is segmented by industries…

Document upload

Click here

Our website

Click here

How we are organised
Real Estate

Energy &
Infrastructure

Public &
Infrastructure

Offerings
Economics

Valuation &
Modelling

Special
Situations

Debt Capital
Markets

Small Cap
M&A

…and size
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